Newsletter
All the news from Filkins
& Broughton Poggs
Hello and happy October everyone!
At time of going to press (and opening myself
first, to the charge of being obsessed with the
weather and second, to having finally completed the transformation into my father) it doesn’t
feel much like October. These last few days have
been simply stunning and the sunsets out of this
world. The leaves are clinging on and giving full
range to their autumnal fireworks. But I’ve said all
this before (and you are probably capable of
working that out for yourselves) and when I start
repeating myself … it’s time to shut up and stop.
You might ask why, after so much droning on
about weather, swimming pools and dog-poo,
this is only dawning on me now. Well, it may
have something to do with typing out ‘Deadline
for November edition’ and remembering that this
time last year I promised to inflict only another 12
months of this on F&BP. And so hereby the window is opened for applications for the post of
editor of this esteemed organ. Or at least it was
esteemed at some point but I think I have done
a reasonable job of sorting out the frankly far too
competent job done by the previous editor and
bringing the bar down to a slightly less intimidating level.
The great news is that even while my urgent
need for new ideas is ever more evident, new
contributors
are popping
up and I
welcome
Kate
and
Rachel
to
Contributors
Corner (no
getting out
now)
and
my best efforts notwithstanding,
thanks
to
their efforts

Coming Events
5 Oct

Coffee Morning (VH)

6 Oct

Coffee morning in aid of breast
cancer research (village shop)

6 Oct

Filkins Families, Farmers & Festivals
(VH)

13 Oct Quiz & Curry (VH)
19 Oct Deadline for November Edition
28 Oct End of BST / Clocks go back
2 Nov

Coffee Morning (VH)
Contact the editor:
stfilica@mail.com

and those of the
Newsletter Reliables
the old rag’s in good
shape. So applications please to Cris
Hoad!
Before all that, with
any luck there will be
something in here to pique the interest, and if not
there is plenty coming up over the next month
that might. Those who were there will surely not
forget the Filkins Fun Day and while the same
might be said for anyone at the Filkins vs Clampton All Stars Cricket Match, it’s likely not for the
same reasons. And be sure not to miss the Quiz
and Curry Night—a quiet night of erudition and
fine dining that is invariably one of the sophisticated highlights of year.
In closing, thanks for all the entries to last months
photo competition. The runner up is ’An Even Bigger Splash’ (above right) by Sharon Gough and
the winner is ‘Flocks’ by Arzu Rezvani (left.) A
prize to both our winners! (Don’t get too excited.)

See you in November
Paul
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Village Cricket

some had not put on
whites for many years.
A Defeat and a Moral Victory Filkins were out for 164
runs and Clanfield goDuring a visit by the Filkins Gardening
ing in next got 174 runs,
Club to Friar's Court in Clanfield, the own- (won't mention how
er, Charles Wilmer, showed me the silver many overs they had
cup above which dated back to 1920.
left!) and a win was deThe League appears to have ceased in
clared by Clanfield.
1932 when Clanfield won it and the cup
must have lain in Clanfield since.
The cup with originally
was donated by Mr F C
As one does I challenged Charles to a
Goodenough in 1920
cricket match to try and win it back. After was presented to Clana lot of searching a team was found
field by Annabel
which consisted of eleven good and true Molyneaux grandmen: Paul Floyd (Captain), Alan Heath
daughter of Mr Goodenough.
(Umpire), Charlie Payne, Ian Grey, Nick
Webb, Andy Keating, Finn Keating, Baz
The names on the cup previously were
Heath, Tobin Jenkins, Lee Avery, Harry
1920 Clanfield, 1921 Brize Norton, 1922
Puffett and Guy Burden. The Clanfield
and 23 Alvescot, 1924 Brize Norton, 1925
team was organised by John Deakin a
Minster Lovell, 1926 Aston, 1927 Bradwell
true Yorkshire man and ready for a game Grove, 1928 and 29 Alvescot, 1930 Brize
with a team of Duncan MacDonald, Ben Norton, 1931 Aston and 1932 Clanfield.
Ross, Buy Mettrick, Tom Eagle, Matthew
Williams, Simon Launder, Harry Curtis, Ger- This is looking like it will be annual event
as everyone thorough enjoyed themald Holford and Rob Launder.
selves although some found it hard to
The game was played Sunday 16th Sep- move the next day! Thank you to all
tember at Langford by kind permission
those concerned it was brilliant.
of Langford Cricket Club who loaned us
Diane Blacket
the club house and pitch for the day. All
men played extremely well although
It was a game that could have gone either way right up to the very first ball.
Having won the toss, and sensing perhaps a little moisture in the pitch or less
talent in the opposition, the Clampton All
Stars put Filkins first into bat and second
to the sword. The sound of falling of wickets recalled a xylophone being thrown
down the stairs and it needed some feisty
rear guard resistance to drag the score
towards respectability; the tail wagging
like an over-excited retriever, the XI
hauled its way to a competitive 164
thanks in no small part to a combative 45
from Baz Heath and a very impressive 25

from Finn Keating. If the old sweats are
feeling it a bit, it’s reassuring to see the
Filkins youth policy pulling its weight.
With duties reversed, Filkins enjoyed a
early breakthrough in the second over
when Baz added a spectacular catch to
his runs from the first innings. Leaping high
and to his left Baz made a sharp chance
look easy and gifted his skipper a wicket
his gentle trundlers certainly did not deserve. For a split second it almost looked
like a real cricket match was about to
break out but thereafter Clampton began their grind towards inexorable victory. Finn was another to add to a bur- 2
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Back row: Paul ‘Really?’ Floyd (cpt.), Charlie ‘Lower Back’ Payne, Guy ‘Scrapper’ Burden, Andy
‘Roberts’ Keating, Snick ’Nick’ Webb, Tobin ‘Wheels’ Jenkins.
Front Row: Lee ‘iable’ Avery, Finn ‘Critical’ Keating, Baz ‘Runs’ Heath, Harry ‘Thanks!’ Puffett, Ian
‘Botham’ Grey

geoning reputation with some quality
medium pace that kept the batsmen
relatively quiet but the find of the attack was Tobin Jenkins. Despite never
having bowled before, coming in off a
decent run up Tobin generated some
no little pace and proved he could
land the ball right on the spot. 2 for 31
does not do his bowling justice and Emily may well have to keep him on a short
leash in the summer.

In the end there was not enough to
stand in the way of the Clampton win
but the moral victory went Filkins’ way. It
remain only to thank Langford for the
use of facilities, Bampton for making a
match of it, Diane for making it all happen (and the teas), the supporters for
cheering us on and most of all, the lads
for doing us all very proud. See you all
next year!
Paul

VILLAGE HALL: COFFEE MORNING & LOTTERY
The editor is a bit late this month so let me draw your attention to November’s
coffee morning, which will be on Friday, 2nd September, 2018: 10.30 12.00
Tea, coffee, cakes and a warm welcome to everyone.
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FILKINS FUN DAY
May we start by saying a huge
THANKYOU to everyone involved, for
all your support and encouragement.
Our hope for the day was to bring
some great family fun, involving the
village for the village and we weren’t disappointed. We also wanted
to utilise a great piece of village space
highlighting its potential and hopefully deterring any thoughts of potential development by the powers that be. The Gassons
although very much changed now, has
several mentions in historical archives for
its various entertainment uses including a
Filkins Feast and that is where the idea
came to us.
Although a little later than planned,
the smell of hot
roasted pork with
crackling and apple sauce soon
had
a
steady
stream of customers (some coming
back for more a
few times ha-ha
oink oink)

Boot Sale was small but perfectly formed
and I have been told there was some
great bargains on offer and for the size of
the event not a bad day for the booters.
The children seemed to have a lot of fun
but I think their highlight was the participation of the Fire
Engine and its
crew, dressing up,
setting the sirens
off and of course
trying the hose
was always going
to be a winner (I
think a few adults
may have had
some fun with
that too)

Also we would
like to say a very
big thank you to
The weather luckily
was on our side and despite it being holi- St Filica for supporting our idea and the
day season, we felt truly grateful and im- event itself.
pressed of all the people attending, our
stall holders put a lot of effort into their We have received some wonderful feedstalls and did us proud with their displays. back including requests for a space at
the next village event ( yet to be disT h e cussed, but we are hoping to make a
Car family fun day a regular event and even
combining it with other village events).
Thank you again
Rachel & Lee Avery
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St Filica 2019
Calendar
The St Filica Calendar 2019 is now being
prepared…. And will be dropping through
your letter box in December.
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chimney sweep etc, share
their details with us and we
will contact them to see if
they would support the Calendar by taking an Ad. It is
once again only £20.00 to
Advertise !!

Every year we aim to improve the calendar In our usual tradition we are also asking for
ideas for the front cover so if you have
and add as many diary dates as possible
been taking photographs around the viland introduce new advertisers too.
lage this year, do share a few with us and
we will see if we can design something that
So if you have events scheduled for 2019
represents all that is good about Filkins and
you would like us to include please let us
Broughton Poggs.
know before the end of November.
If you would like to take Advertising Space Looking forward to hearing from you.
to promote your business or service to eveEmail:
calendar@debbielaw.co.uk or
ryone in the village, or if you use a great
call
07831
293078.
trades person - electrician, carpenter,

Saving Energy
Hello Poggsers and Filicans! Paul and I
thought it might be fun to share some energy-saving tips with you each month
(and help you save a few pennies, and
the planet, at the same time). Ideas and
comments welcome via the editor.

questions, such as why are you driving
around with a case of wine in your boot?
Ed.)
- Turn off the air-con. It was close to indispensable this summer (in the UK!?), but if
you can manage without it, you'll improve
fuel efficiency by as much as 10%, especially under 30mph

This month: driving.

- Driving more slowly could save you cash.
Cruising the roads at 55mph rather than
In 1896, which is when the AA started
65mph will improve your fuel efficiency by
tracking petrol prices, 4 star (remember
as much as 15%. If you spend £50/week
that?) was 9d per gallon. It's now almost
cheaper to send your car to your destina- on fuel, that works out at a saving of up to
£390 a year
tion via Royal Mail than to drive it there.
So, here are some tips on how to burn a
And finally... have you thought about getbit less fuel, and keep a few more pennies ting an electric car? We've just made the
in your pocket for lollipops.
transition (makes it sound surgical) to a
- If you're like your average car-owner,
you've probably got a bag of charity
goodies, 4 pairs of odd wellies and a box
of wine in the boot of your car. Take them
out. Fuel efficiency improves by 2% for
every 50kg you remove from your car
(although apparently that doesn't mean
you're allowed to eject irritating passengers Though this does raise some serious

Renault Zoe. It does around 180 miles to
the charge, and with an economy overnight electricity cost of around 6.5p/kwh,
we pay just over £2 to 'fill up'. How's that
for value? If you're interested in learning
more, www.energysavingtrust.org.uk is a
good place to start.
Kay
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garden the church
is accessible with
magnificently manicured yews in the
graveyard. In the
wider
park
the
lawns immediately
in front of the house
are bordered by a haha and beyond that
the River Cherwell curves. When walking
through the woods members encountered groves, pools, streams, cascades
and porticoes in a classical style with follies and statues of gladiators and mythical
creatures, temples and
arcades. As the house
and garden are not
spoilt by the commercial addition of a shop
or tea tent, it was a very
quiet and peaceful
place to visit and many
members
said
they
would return.

Members of the Gardening Club suggest
ideas for activities and, when there is support, plan them. Recently members enjoyed an interesting
visit to Rousham Park
which
is about
4
0
m inutes
d r i v e
from here. On a typically late
summer English afternoon the
group was bathed in sunshine
as members picnicked in the
grounds and then enjoyed a
guided tour of the house. This
has been owned by the same
If you live in the village
family since 1635. The house
and are interested in
and the gardens were rethe Gardening Club
modeled by William Kent in
please contact a memthe 18th century and the deber or look on Filkins
sign, furniture and setting rewebsite under Leisure.
main very little changed,
making the house and grounds natural Happy Gardening,
and rather enchanting. The family live in
Lucille
lucille68@btinternet.com
the house and maintain the grounds.
Close to the house is a delightful boxed
rose garden with
dovecote,
borders of herbaceous plants and
espalier fruit trees
with a walled vegetable garden –
this had the most
amazing produce,
all laid out beautifully and immaculately kept. Off to
the rear of the
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Today we sat in the sunshine having
lunch outside a lovely restaurant overlooking Corfu town harbour (!!) and both
had this simple, tasty starter so I thought I
would send a bit of sunshine home… winter is coming but I am not sue we are
quite ready for that yet!
Serves 2
Ingredients



1 large or 2 small avocado’s
2 large ripe tomatoes
½ small red onion (or use 2 spring onions)
1 small red chilli
1 lemon
2 sprigs of coriander (optional)



Freshly ground salt and black pepper







Melba Toast


4 slices medium cut white bread
crusts on

To serve you will need a simple vinaigrette dressing (either make one or buy
one), balsamic vinegar (optional) and
black mustard seeds (also optional but
nice). You will need 2 lightly greased
baking rings.
Method
Using a sharp knife, make a shallow cut
across the skin of each tomato and pop
them into boiling water for a few minutes
until the skin loosens. Drain the water off
and as soon as cool enough to handle
remove the skin. Cut in half and scoop
out any white core and seeds. Cut the
flesh into tiny cubes. Set aside.

Cut the lemon into 2 pieces crossways
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making one half bigger than the other.
Squeeze the larger
half of the lemon
and cut the smaller
half in half again.
Set aside.
To prepare the Avocado(s), place in the
palm of your hand and make a cut
round the Avocado, then separate the
halves by holding the Avocado in both
hands and giving it a careful twist.
Hopefully one side will come away. If
not, cut again the other way and try
again. Remove the stone and the peel
the skin away carefully. Now you can
cut all the Avocado into very small cubes, or before you do this you can cut off
a few thin slices to put on the top at the
end. If you do this just put the slices in a
shallow bowl and sprinkle over some of
the lemon juice. Add the cubed Avocado to the cubed tomato and toss gently
with a large spoon to mix. Sprinkle over
more lemon juice to stop Avocado from
browning.
Chop the red onion finely or top and tail
the spring onions then cut in half lengthways, then thinly slice. Deseed and chop
the chilli finely and chop coriander
leaves. Mix all together then fold into Avocado & Tomato mixture. Add a little
more lemon and a good pinch of salt
and pepper.
If you have room in your fridge you can
put the greased rings straight onto the
plates you want to serve, if not, place
the rings on a flat plate covered in
greased foil.
Spoon the mixture into the baking rings,
press down lightly (if you kept some Avocado slices place these on top, trim if
necessary) and cover with cling film and
refrigerate for at least an hour.

Debbie
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Museum News: Families, Farmers and Festivals
Following on from the last two evenings, heard or seen about.
Pints, Pictures and Pizzas and the 50 Years The cost is £15 which includes a good
of the By Pass, the Museum proudly an- supper and plenty of entertainment.
nounce their new extravaganza: FILKINS
Tickets are limited so
FAMILIES,
FARMERS
please order yours
AND FESTIVALS. It is
now by telephoning
being
held
in
Diane
on
01367the village hall at 7.00
860504.
for 7.30 on SATURDAY
Be
there
or
be
6th OCTOBER
and
square!!! (for those
we will take you
who remember the
through the various
60s)
aspects of the village
you may not have

For immediate release

news release
Date: 28 September 2018

Warning issued over council tax scam calls
Residents in West Oxfordshire are being warned to beware of bogus callers offering a council tax
refund.
The Council has received several reports of people receiving calls from individuals claiming to be
from the Valuation Office Agency or ‘Tax Recovery Bureau.
The caller claims the resident is owed a council tax refund as their council tax banding has been too
high in the past and can arrange a refund in exchange for a fee. The telephone number of the bogus
company is 0203 4767710
Residents are being urged not to enter into any discussions with the caller and not to disclose any
personal information such as bank details. Trading Standards have been made aware.
Cllr Toby Morris, Cabinet Member for Resources, said: “This is a scam. Appealing against a council
tax band does not require a third party and is free.
“Anyone receiving one of these calls should end the conversation as quickly as possible.”
Residents wishing to appeal against their council tax banding can do so by contacting the Valuation
Office Agency on 03000 501 501.
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“Walks into a Bar”
Jokes
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parrot would sell the bar."

A duck walks in to a bar and asks the barman “Got any bread?”, “ No we haven’t”
replied the barman “We don’t allow ducks
In an effort to help villagers to adjust to the in this bar!”. The following day the same
end of a long hot summer and the imduck walks into the bar and asks the barpending gloom of autumn, the Beer Festi- man “Got any bread?”, “I thought I told
val Committee have decided to share
you yesterday” replies the barman “We
some of their worst “Walks into a Bar” jokes don’t have any bread, come in again and
in the deluded hope that it may serve to
I’ll nail your beak to the bar top!” The folcheer you all up…….
lowing day the same duck walks into the
A lizard walks into a bar pushing a baby in bar and asks the barman “Got any nails?”,
”No, we haven’t” replies the barman, the
a pram. "What's your child's name?" asks
duck then asks him “Got any bread?”.
the barman. "Tiny," says the lizard.
"Because he's my newt."
The past, present and future walk into a
A panda walks into a bar and gobbles
some beer nuts. Then he pulls out a gun,
fires it in the air, and heads for the door.
"Hey!" shouts the barman, but the panda
yells back, "I'm a panda. Google me!" Sure enough, panda: "A tree-climbing
mammal with distinct black-and-white colouring. Eats shoots and leaves”.

bar. It was tense.
An elephant walks into a bar and asks the
barman, “Do you have any jobs?”
The barman shakes his head sadly and
says, “No, sorry. Why don’t you try the circus?”. The elephant replies, “Why would
the circus need a barman?

A horse walks into a bar. The barman says, Three vampires walk into a bar. The first
"Hey. "The horse says, "You read my mind, one says, "I'll have a pint of blood."
mate."
The second one says, "I'll have one, too.
A polar bear walks in to a bar and asks the "The third one says, "I'll have a pint of plasma. "The barman says, "So, that'll be two
barman “ Can I have a gin and
………………………………tonic”. “ Why the Bloods and a Blood Lite?"
long pause?” asks the barman “I duno”
Not quite a “Walks in to a Bar” joke, but
replies the polar bear “I’ve always had
we liked it……
them”.

Doctor Jones likes to stop at a bar after
work and enjoy an almond daiquiri. One
day, Dick the barman runs out of almonds
and uses hickory nuts instead. The doctor
takes a sip and says, "Is this an almond
A Horse Walks Into a Bar...and the barman daiquiri, Dick?" And Dick replies, "No, it's a
hickory daiquiri, Doc."
asks, "Why the long face?"
A penguin walks into a bar, goes to the
bar, and asks the barman, "Have you seen
my brother?" The barman says, "I don't
know. What does he look like?"

A man walks into a bar and finds a horse
serving drinks. The horse asks, "What are
you staring at? Haven't you ever seen a
horse serving in a bar before?" The man
says, "It's not that. I just never thought the

Ed: Thanks to Allan and the boys for that.
And if you want to know where to find
them to pass on your thanks in person, I will
be happy to let you know.
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Day
Monday

Morning
9-12.30

Afternoon
1-5

Morning
10 - 12

Afternoon
3–5

Tuesday

8.30 -12.30

Closed

10 - 12

3–5

Wednesday

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Thursday

9-12.30

Closed

10 - 12

3–5

Friday

Closed

1.30 — 4.30

Closed

3–5

Saturday

Closed

Closed

9 - 12

2 – 4*

Sunday

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

01367 860 620

01367 860 239
*depending on demand

Doctor & Hospital Runs
This is to remind all residents of Filkins and Broughton Poggs that the
informal driving service covering
medical visits to local hospitals
and surgeries is still in being. A
small pool of volunteer drivers take
the task on. The procedure remains as before - the contact
point is Tony Woodford (860319) or,
in his absence, Hilary Ward
(860430). Volunteer drivers are
identified and details passed between the parties concerned. The

more notice the better. Individuals
using the service must be able to
walk unaided to and from the car.
Charges vary from £2.50 for a local
surgery run, to £5.00 for runs to Fairford or Witney Hospitals, to £11.00
for Oxford Hospitals (plus Parking
Charge if incurred).
Additional drivers are always welcome to join the team. If interested please contact Tony Woodford
on 860319 and he will try to answer
any questions you might have.
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